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Abstract

Asylum-seeking unaccompanied children and youngsters are situated at the crossroads between exclusionary and repressive asylum policies, on the one hand, and relatively inclusive and caring child welfare policies, on the other. This is the ‘asylum-child welfare paradox’ (Dursun and Sauer 2021). In this article, we explore the role of affect, feelings, and emotions in how unaccompanied minors respond to and process but also co-construct and resist this structural paradox through their ‘affective narratives’ (Bargetz and Eggers 2022). Based on qualitative interviews conducted with (former) unaccompanied minors in Austria in 2015, we observe that minors mobilize a set of feelings of fear, disappointment, frustration, and uncertainty due to experiences of rejection or loss of control; but unaccompanied minors also express feelings of confidence, joy, hope, and solidarity vis-à-vis their new environment and their future. Furthermore, the highly affective issues of belonging and non-belonging to their host country, of proximity and distance to other human beings hold an important place in their narratives as well as the ordering of time. We conclude that, rather than merely reacting to paradoxes that structure their social positions, minors actively shape such paradoxes and render them tangible and workable by means of narrating contradictory feelings and emotions and by mobilizing affectivity.
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Introduction: the research objective
There is an abundance of narratives surrounding refugees and asylum in Europe and Austria. This article is interested in narratives by refugees in Austria and the affects associated with them. Right-wing discourses revolve around third-country nationals, from Muslim-majority countries in particular, who allegedly burden the national welfare systems and threaten ‘European’ or ‘Austrian values’ such as gender equality. Right-wing political actors, now joined by conservatives and even social democrats, routinely suspect refugees of fraud, labelling them ‘bogus asylum seekers’ or ‘economic refugees’ who should be denied asylum status. Discourses employed by liberal actors – including international organizations, politicians, and activists – recognize asylum and a human right to flee war and persecution. These groups further
emphasize European states’ responsibility in effectively fighting the root causes of flight. The United Nations and European Union have traditionally focused on factors (e.g., corruption, dictatorial regimes, poverty) considered internal or endogenous to the countries of origin, but do so without tackling global inequalities and the role European colonialism has played in their formation. A comparably marginal discourse on the left end of the political spectrum centres on global inequality and (neo-)colonial structures of exploitation in explaining migration movements from the Global South. This position is taken by capitalism-critical politicians, activists, and scholars who draw our attention to exploitation in the Global South – a process that ensures a high living standard and wealth consolidation in the Global North. Currently, a mix of right-wing and (neo-)liberal discourses dominate public narratives about refugees and asylum in Austria.

This article takes an interest in counter-narratives told by refugees themselves rather than by state actors, politicians, NGOs, and activists. We maintain that these counter-narratives hold important analytical and political potential both as sources of critical knowledge produced by refugees and as interventions vis-à-vis dominant narratives upheld by hegemonic social groups. We focus on a specific group among the refugee population, asylum-seeking unaccompanied minors, who hold a uniquely precarious social location due to their age, and whose claims to protection are questioned within common ‘anchor children’ (Ankerkinder) discourse. Such discourses accuse families of using their children as a gateway to Europe, therefore denying that minors who flee can and do have agency. Based on qualitative interviews conducted with unaccompanied minors seeking asylum in Austria, we study their accounts of themselves, their experiences, and prospects; and, in doing so, we take an affect-theoretical perspective that pays close attention to the role emotions and feelings play in the constitution of these narratives. Building on our previous work, we take as a starting point the ‘asylum-child welfare paradox’, describing unaccompanied minors’ situatedness in two significantly different national policy regimes in Austria: the repressive asylum regime which grants migrants only limited social rights; and the more caring and inclusive child welfare regime based on international regulations and (to some extent) takes care of the best interest of the child. Yet, this paradox turns unaccompanied refugee minors into second-class children, as their migration status often undermines the efforts to care for their needs. We ask which affects are employed by unaccompanied minors while narrating their experiences in the context of asylum, and how they enable these subjects to process and potentially resist this institutional and structural paradox. We observe that minors mobilize a set of similarly paradoxical feelings of fear, disappointment, frustration, and uncertainty as
well as feelings of joy, hope, and solidarity when telling their stories. Furthermore, the affectively-charged issues of belonging and non-belonging to the host country, of proximity and distance to other human beings, hold an important place in their narratives. We thus conclude that mobilizing affectivity is key to narrating and making tangible, as well as workable, the asylum-child welfare paradox.

In the following, we first elaborate on the Austrian asylum-child welfare paradox to outline the political and institutional context of our study. We then present the state of research with a focus on the growing field of study, exploring the meaning of affects and emotions in the context of migration and asylum. Next, we elaborate on the theoretical considerations which guide our study and reflect on the method we used to gather and interpret our data. The subsequent section discusses our findings, and the article concludes with some remarks on the added value of affect theory and life narrative.

**Unaccompanied minors in between asylum and child-welfare regimes: an Austrian institutional paradox**

Existing EU legislation on asylum recognizes and includes provisions on unaccompanied minors as a vulnerable group with age-specific needs.8 ‘Best interests of the child’, first formulated in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), is incorporated into the Common European Asylum System9 as a guiding principle in asylum procedures. These are especially salient in connection with ‘family reunification possibilities, the wellbeing and social development of the minor, safety and security considerations, in particular in cases of human trafficking, and the views of the minor in accordance with his or her age and maturity.’10 Despite the comprehensive supranational legal framework in place, implementing these directives and regulations has to confront certain challenges, as it remains the task of individual Member States to implement them. To make matters even more complex, the overall political atmosphere has been changing since 2015, culminating in increasingly restrictive and questionable practices in the EU vis-à-vis unaccompanied minors. Such practices include pushbacks at borders, age assessment procedures, and legal obstacles which additionally complicate family reunification.11 We also notice strengthened partnerships with third countries. One such partnership concerns the agreement reached between the EU and Turkey, officially called the EU-Turkey Statement. This was a statement that crystallized in 2016, according to which Turkey shall receive financial disbursement, visa liberalization for Turkish citizens, and a revitalization of Turkey’s accession process to the EU in return for stopping the flow
of refugees via Turkey to Europe. Experts have challenged the EU’s increasing recourse to non-binding return instruments for third-country nationals, as they weaken the capacity for the European Council to establish international commitments and the Parliament’s capacity to oversee the formulation of such instruments, casting serious doubt on their democratic legitimacy. One such instrument concerns the Joint Way Forward (2016), concluded between the EU and Afghanistan, to increase returns to Afghanistan. These practices become all the more confounding when considered against the background of the ongoing securitization of migration and asylum, which ‘occurs when an issue is presented as posing an existential threat to a designated referent object – i.e., the state, incorporating government, territory and society.’

Austria has not been an exception in this regard. After a short welcoming period in the midst of the so-called ‘refugee crisis’ in 2015, Austria’s approach to asylum policy shifted from ‘moral’ to ‘protectionist’. That is, the initial efforts to allocate available resources to the current crisis were replaced by a restrictive course which prioritized limiting the number of refugees entering Austria. Nevertheless, a comprehensive legal framework which recognizes asylum seekers’ rights and includes special provisions for unaccompanied minors remains in place in Austria. The Basic Welfare Support Agreement (Grundversorgungsvereinbarung), which was convened between the federal government (Bund) and the nine provinces (Länder) in 2004, currently offers the legal basis for reception conditions for and responsibilities towards persons seeking asylum in Austria. The agreement is to comply with Council Directive 2003/9/EC on minimum standards for the reception of asylum seekers and to ensure power- and cost-sharing between Bund and Länder. The agreement covers immigrants in need of protection (asylum-seekers, asylum holders, and displaced persons who, for legal or factual reasons, cannot be removed) and furthermore entails special provisions for unaccompanied minors (see especially Article 7). Although the introduction of such provisions has significantly improved the reception standards for unaccompanied minors, it is widely reported that they are far from enjoying the same resources as their Austrian counterparts with respect to welfare services. Experts have widely criticized the fact that the daily allowance afforded to unaccompanied minors under the Basic Welfare Support is considerably lower (max. 95 Euros) than that which is offered to Austrian children in the facilities of the Youth and Welfare Services (starting from 120 Euros). Thus, although unaccompanied minors do enjoy additional care and protection compared to adults, they are denied the same resources as Austrian children. We consider this discrepancy an outcome of the asylum-child welfare paradox in Austria, which results in repressive measures towards unaccompanied minor refugees.
In this article, we consider the micro level of counter-narratives told by unaccompanied minors as it rests against the backdrop of this institutional paradox. By doing so, we intend to capture the affective character of migration processes, where emotions play a major role in discourses, practices, and embodied experiences. We contend that counter-narratives which entail minors’ multifaceted experiences in the context of flight and asylum are constructed and conveyed through emotions and feelings. At the same time, we attribute key significance to such counter-narratives in analytical-empirical terms, as they reveal asymmetrical power relations on which the Austrian and the broader European asylum regimes are built. In turn, account for the ways in which these experiences are narrated through affectivity. We also re-assess these narratives in political terms, since they entail notions and practices of belonging, solidarity, and mutual care, challenging the institutional neglect and carelessness vis-à-vis unaccompanied minors.

State of research

Despite the obvious omnipresence of affect and emotions felt throughout the process of migration, asylum-seeking, and integration – such as hope, fear or anxiety on the part of migrants; and empathy, resentment or anger on the part of the receiving societies – there is little social science research on the affective dimensions that accompany and frame the experience of relocation. In 2015 Paolo Boccagni and Loretta Baldassar perceived ‘migrant life experiences and the migration process’ as an ‘under-examined field for social research on emotion’. Since then, a number of studies have explored emotional experiences in the context of migration, found for instance in Asa Wettergren’s account of emotional developments of ‘unwanted’ migrants. Furthermore, a series of special journal issues on transmigration, translocal subjectivities, and mobility point to the growing interest in affects and emotions in migration studies. With regard to the Austrian context, we are aware of one detailed study on emotional experiences of immigrants with a focus, not surprisingly, on past labour migration from Turkey and former Yugoslavia. In another study, Sieglinde Rosenberger and Miriam Haselbacher explore resentment against migrants and find that direct interactions tend to eliminate hostile feelings towards migrants.

The field of research on unaccompanied minor migrants has been growing over the past few years, mainly focussing on the well-being of children. A number of studies tackling the psychological well-being of (unaccompanied) migrant minors take emotions into account. However, emotions are often referred to only marginally and are under-theorized. In her study on asylum-seeking unaccompanied children in the
UK, Statham stresses the importance of family reunification for granting a sense of ‘security and belonging’ for migrant children and argue that safety ‘is about feeling accepted.’ 29 Herz and Lalander challenge the concept of ‘unaccompanied minors’ and emphasize that they are not, *per se*, alone but become lonely in emotionally complex and challenging situations. 30 Neag and Supa base their work on a sophisticated notion of ‘emotional practice’; 31 they analyse ‘emotional practices of unaccompanied refugee youth on social media’ and conclude that social media ‘establish new social connections’ and ‘support structures’, express ‘emotional losses’, but also ‘emotional gains’ and thus help to negotiate ‘hope and ambition’. 32 Against the background of this rich literature, our article focusses on the paradox narratives of migrant children and the affectivity of and within these narratives.

**Theoretical considerations: narrating structural paradoxes through affect and emotions**

We employ an affective perspective to the study of migration and integration processes. This perspective sheds light on what Ruth Simsa calls ‘affective integration’ in her discussion of relationship-building between Austrian volunteers, the local population, and migrants. 33 To do so, we draw on a wider theoretical framework, considering the role and meaning of emotions and affect in migration and integration. These theoretical approaches specify the political implications of emotional, affective, and embodied experiences of migration and integration, offering helpful insights for our investigation. We find one such approach in Nira Yuval-Davis’s concepts of ‘belonging’ and ‘politics of belonging’. 34 According to Yuval-Davis, social and political belonging are constructed, firstly, along people’s social locations (e.g., gender, race, class, other social categories, and their various intersections); secondly, along people’s identification with and emotional attachments to various groups; and thirdly, along ethical and political value systems. 35 A politics of belonging then ‘involves the maintenance and reproduction of the boundaries of the community of belonging by the hegemonic political powers […] but also their contestation, challenge and resistance by other political agents’ 36. This is why the affective narratives about the (individual and collective) self told by the latter are important to explore and understand in analytical and political terms.

To substantiate our analysis of the importance of affect and emotions in reflecting, contesting, and resisting the structural paradox migrant children face in Austria, we draw on a wide body of literature on affectivity, emotion, and feeling structures in cultural studies, sociology, and political science. Combined these discourses constitute
the ‘emotional’ and ‘affective turn’ in the social sciences. A focus on affect and emotions highlights the involvement of the body and the corporeality of feelings, thus stressing the bodily experiences within narratives and going beyond rationality and cognition. In contrast to Brian Massumi, we do not strictly distinguish between affect (unconscious and asocial), feelings (conscious bodily experiences) and emotions (visible and reflected expression of affect). Instead, like Sara Ahmed, we stress the conscious and bodily perception and interpretation of affect and emotions, recognizing these dimensions as socially-constructed and expressed. Affect and emotions are embedded in, and interwoven with, meaning and values, since perception and cognition always include affect. Furthermore, affect and emotions help to order time; they can make the past (for instance, the flight to Europe) comprehensible by giving it meaning and significance. Affect and emotion can also give meaning to the present (i.e., life in Austria) and allow for an imagining of the future. Affect and emotions create atmosphere (i.e., affect-laden spaces); and they also connect or disconnect people, which might create feelings of belonging or non-belonging.

To combine a focus on affect with the concept of narration we refer to Brigitte Bargetz and Nina Egger’s concept of ‘affective narratives’. Narrations (or stories) and narratives (the social process of storytelling) are embedded in space and context. Bargetz and Egger emphasize three elements of a narrative: 1. the subject; 2. the narration; and 3. the interpretive and meaning-making reception. Along the lines of Paul Ricoeur’s idea of ‘narrative identity’, they conceptualize narratives as important elements of subject constitution in time and space. Narratives, like affect and emotions, articulate the past and the present, and activate the subjects’ ability to transform themselves and their conditioning social structures. Narratives are creative acts that produce meaningful contexts, even out of heterogeneous events and temporalities. They provide information about subjects and subjectification, about individual and personal experiences, but also about social contexts. Bargetz and Eggers conclude that the ‘narrative design’ of subjects ‘oscillates constantly between keeping on writing and rewriting’. Narratives bring forth affects and emotions, but they can also bind and restrain them. Moreover, they can reduce indeterminacy produced by affectivity and emotions through guiding affectivity into one narrative direction. ‘Affective-narrative practices’ form, according to the authors, ‘a mediation between subjective experiences and collective understanding’. Bargetz and Eggers highlight the ‘narrativity of affect’, meaning that narrating affect articulates and makes visible social relations and political power structures. The entanglement of narrative processes of subjectivation and affective practices has to be conceived of in terms of
power relations: cultural, social, and political forces structure emotional meanings, affective narrations, and bodily experiences, and affective acts may in turn transform power structures and thus contribute to social change.

**Material and method**

The telling of a story is a relational and dialogical practice. As such, one suitable means of efficiently capturing narratives in qualitative social research is through interviews. In 2015, we conducted a total of ten interviews with unaccompanied minors who (previously) sought asylum in Austria. The interviewees were contacted through the respective care facility and we carried out the interviews face-to-face with the permission of minors and their legal guardians. The interviews were conducted either in German or in English; a translator was thus not involved. The minors came from different countries such as Afghanistan, Syria, Iran, Pakistan, the Chechen Republic, the Republic of Dagestan, and Somalia. One of the ten minors was female. To analyse our material, we used Jochen Kleres’s ‘narrative methodology’. The underlying analytical assumption is that ‘emotions are inextricably interwoven with the meaning dimension of texts to the point where the distinction between cognition and emotion becomes blurry.’ According to Kleres, affect and emotions are expressed through affective words (i.e., words which express an affect or emotion such as ‘fear’, ‘I was afraid’, ‘I love’), through the syntax of a sentence (incomplete sentences, repetition), or through prosody (rhythm, stress, intonation). Kleres’s methodology therefore distinguishes between two dimensions: the lexical level of ‘emotion words, which refer [...] descriptively to emotional states’, and the syntactical level where sentences point to emotional experiences. Thus, the narrative methodology makes visible non-conscious, unreflective affect and emotions. We applied this method to interpret our material, and to identify affectivity (the interplay of body and mind), emotions, and modes of anxiety, fear, joy, and belonging.

**Narrating the structural paradox through affect and emotions: experiences and practices of unaccompanied minors**

This section presents our findings based on the affective narratives told by unaccompanied minors. They, in turn, made tangible for the interlocutor their negative experiences with the Austrian asylum-child welfare paradox, but also their relations with trusted adults and friends, as well as their hopes for the future.
In our interview material, we find that emotions of insecurity and safety are central to the narratives of unaccompanied minors in the context of flight and asylum. Talking about their reasons for leaving their homeland, they often narrated feelings of insecurity attached to being exposed to various risks such as terrorist attack, persecution, and forced military recruitment. Karim (14), who came from Afghanistan with his older brother Khalid (16), noted that they were escaping ‘from danger’ and from ‘bad things’, while Asif (16) stressed that the lives of people from Afghanistan and Syria were ‘in deep danger, especially the underage[d]’ who in these countries did not ‘have any future’. Salim (17) explained to us that if he had not been facing problems in his homeland, he would not have left it or his parents and siblings behind. Later during the interview, when asked how or when he decided to leave Afghanistan, Salim recalled his father telling him that he himself did not have any future. Salim was his future now, his father said, and that he wanted his son to go to another country and study. His father’s words seemed to be a main source of motivation for Salim, who was working hard to learn German and acquire a school degree.

In our interviews, we observed that safety — the counterpart of insecurity and various hazards arising from war, persecution, and lack of prospects — was a desired feeling closely linked to normality or to the notion of a ‘normal life’ among minors. Telling us about the problems his family experienced with the Taliban, Asif (16) said that at one point he thought to himself that ‘it is not normal and then I decide[d] to come’ to Europe. He believed that he had ‘a lot of life and time to survive,’ and asked himself: ‘why should I waste it here?’ We encountered the concept of ‘normal life’ in our interview with Karim (14) as well, who said that he ‘didn’t like money’. He only needed a certain amount of it ‘for solving my problems’, and just wanted a ‘normal life’. Even though Asif did not know about his future (since no decision had been made on his asylum application at the time of our interview), he felt safe in Austria; he said that it was ‘good to be here’ and believed that ‘I have a bright future if I study’. Karim (14) preferred Austria to such countries as Bulgaria, Serbia, and Hungary, where he spent some time during his journey. He said that ‘I don’t want to go from here [Austria]’ and wanted to live ‘in this land’ where everyone is good and there is no ‘fighting’, by which he likely means war. Rasheed (17) described what we interpreted as a longing for normality when, twice during our interview, he expressed joy over the fact that in Austria he was finally issued a document that had his name on it, referring to subsidiary protection. In contrast to his precarious residence status both in Afghanistan and Iran, he said that in Austria he felt like a human being. Like
Asif and Karim, Rasheed felt good in Austria and thought he had made the best decision by staying here. He was particularly happy that he could escape Greece, where he had stayed for a year before coming to Austria and where he had witnessed physical violence against refugees. At the time of our interview, Tahir (17) from Afghanistan had been living in Austria for three years. He liked that he could study and pursue job training as well as Taekwondo, whereas in his homeland there is ‘always war’. Living in Austria changed him in that he had to take care of things on his own, since he did not have a family and, as a result, became ‘independent’. Overall, Rasheed similarly gave the impression of satisfaction: he had a good command of German, held a secondary school degree (Hauptschulabschluss) obtained in Austria, as well as subsidiary protection. He worked as a kitchen assistant at a lunch restaurant five days a week from 10 am to 3 pm, and had plans to pursue vocational training as a chef. Neither Tahir nor Rasheed seemed to be as troubled as some other minors we talked to. Depictions of a scheduled everyday life and defined tasks and goals, conveyed through feelings of safety and confidence, stood in contrast to the feelings of insecurity and emergency. All the unattended minors we spoke to spoke of the experience that they positively perceived the contrast between the insecurity, the feelings of fear and danger in their country of origin and during their flight, on the one hand, and the feeling of safety, security, and normality in Austria, on the other. Affects arise from and modulate their sense of time: a safe present and a hoped-for good future, in which they can put the hostile past behind them.

First encounters with the asylum system, experiences of rejection and loss of control

Nevertheless, negative feelings did not only concern minors’ pre-flight experiences; they were called up by how they were initially received by state institutions and officials in Austria. These encounters seemed to have set a negative affective tone for some of the minors in our sample. These dismissive affective attitudes that the young people confronted were the first experiences of their paradoxical situation in Austria. Asif (16) felt dissatisfied with how he was treated during his initial reception. Officials took his fingerprints and picture and ordered him to take an age-assessment test. Evidentially, the officers questioned the authenticity of the copies of his official documents (he had not taken the originals with him, fearing he might lose them on his way to Europe). When asked about his initial experience, Adam (16) similarly noted that the police were ‘unfriendly’ and the people in Traiskirchen – an initial reception centre in Austria, which frequently makes headlines for being overcrowded – were ‘the worst’. Rasheed (17), who stayed in Traiskirchen as well for around four
weeks, found it difficult that every day many new people would arrive. He noted that there were quarrels with older residents, and that some people were drunk. Karim (14) resented that in Traiskirchen he was not spoken to nicely and no one listened to his stories about his journey through the mountains and the forest. Instead, they only showed interest in why he came to Austria. Asif (16) pleaded to public officials that they learn about the feelings of unaccompanied minors and give them a chance to ‘make their future good’.

Reports widely confirm that Traiskirchen, where unaccompanied minors usually stay until they are admitted to the asylum procedure, is unsuitable for accommodating minors. There, minors lack a legal guardian and are only appointed a legal representative for the duration of the admission procedure. They are otherwise left in the dark, especially during the first days, with regard to their rights and options in connection with their asylum application. The interviewed minors’ narratives reflected the negative affectivity of abjection. They did not feel welcomed nor wanted. Although minors received more care and assistance once they were admitted to the asylum procedure and relocated to a care facility for unaccompanied minors in one of the nine Länder, we observed certain continuities in their negative emotions of not being heard. Aasiya (17), who came from Somalia, did not believe that the employees at the care facility were truly interested in her or the other children, but suspected they were merely doing their job. She complained that the employees of the facility were not concerned when one of the youngsters left the facility: ‘but you want [to] feel like you were a family’. She named one person, a male employee, whom she ‘really love[d]’ but whenever she asked him a question, his answer was ‘I don’t know, I don’t know, I don’t know’. He would simply type her concern into the computer to be addressed in the next weekly meeting held at the facility. One predominant feeling at the time of our interview was Aasiya exhibiting a lack of immediate purpose or drive. She did not attend a school. She had initially attended a German course but quit after five days. Majeed (17) similarly reported that he was unwilling to attend a German class because he would get nervous, so, instead, he tried to teach himself German on the internet in his room. Like Majeed, Aasiya lacked a regular schedule that would help structure her everyday life. She thus slept long hours ‘because I don’t have something; even [if] I watched half of the movies, what I will do next? There is nothing.’ As a pastime, she ‘clean[ed] [her room] all over and then I clean it over again, because I don’t have something to do.’ That she did not have any particular task at the time of our interview suggested feelings we interpreted as discomfort or embarrassment. Again, time is affective in the narrations of migrant minors. Time conveys regularity and normality. If this flow of time is missing, the refugees feel lost
and uncomfortable – which makes a sense of security and belonging difficult to achieve. The migrant minors describe this situation as paradoxical, because, on the one hand, they recognize starting to feel good, to learn something, and to be cared for, but, on the other hand, they also perceive alienating constellations that take the form of inattentiveness.

Loneliness, relatedness, and friendship

Although normality (that is, the absence of direct threats such as war) was important for minors, this was not always sufficient for them to feel safe or happy. Adam (16) submitted that ‘our life is so normal here [in Austria]’ but still added that ‘my homeland would be better’. He noted that he had no one to talk to in Austria and that he could find comfort in praying. Whether minors developed positive feelings about their lives and future prospects significantly depended on whether they were able to build a social network with the help of public institutions, trusted adults, and peers. One remedy for feelings of loneliness and homesickness we could identify in minors’ narratives was access to affective relationships with family and friends. While Adam considered his life or life in Austria as generally negative, he was happy about his friends and looked forward to bringing his family to Austria once he received asylum. Asif (16) missed a trusted adult who could provide guidance in important matters, when he was ‘confused about my future’ or when deciding which school to go to. In the absence of his parents and neighbours, he felt insecure making such decisions. He, too, was happy about his newly-found friendships but still missed his mother. Latifa (16) liked her friends whom she met in the care facility and with whom ‘[they] act as a family’. She would prefer it if she did not have to share her room with other people and said that ‘a single room would be awesome’. But she also added that ‘sometime[s] when they [roommates] are not here, I really miss them.’ Karim (14) could not hide his satisfaction with the (temporary) care facility for underage minors (meaning 14 or younger). This was a care facility of the Child and Youth Welfare Services, rather than a facility run within the framework of the Basic Welfare Support. He was given accommodation together with his 16-year-old brother and said he liked it ‘too much here’. But he, too, longed to be with his parents; ‘that is all that I want’, he added. This resonates with Statham’s findings that linking up with ‘family relatives is very important’ since this ‘may be a major source of emotional and cultural support and attachment’. These ways of connecting with others, affectivity and connectivity, create feelings of belonging, especially against the background of ‘longing’ for safety, proximity, and relationships. These affects stand in stark contrast to minors’ asylum-
related experiences of initial reception, age assessment, and negligence by institutions and persons who are by law required to observe their best interests.

Aasiya (17), who had been in Austria for less than a year at the time of our interview, did not have any such network and was still adjusting to her new environment and to the changes: ‘I still move on. It might take time’, she told us. She was particularly scared of dogs and drunk people on the streets; and people in Austria made a sad impression on her. Aasiya seemed troubled that ‘my family is far away’, and she missed her mother. She mentioned that she talked to only one female friend from home and to no one else, except for her family, because ‘I don’t know what I tell people, where I am, what I am doing, you don’t go to school, you don’t do nothing, so what I tell?’ Aasiya rarely left the care facility at the time of our interview. We believe that her inaction had mainly to do with the fact that she was adjusting to her new life apart from her family and friends, and that she lacked any other support structures. Still, she told us that she was ‘happy’. ‘Internet is working, my family is good, that is all’, and her wish for the future was to feel like she belongs to ‘this country’. By stark contrast, Tahir (17) had a wide and stable social network and felt positive about his life and future in Austria. Unlike Aasiya, who found Europe and Austria scary, Tahir associated feelings of peace and calm with Austria. He mentioned that the ’Büro’ (referring to the management of the care facility where he was accommodated) helped him apply for a training position at the Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB). He was expecting a reply from them at the time of our interview. Attending a secondary school (previously Hauptschule, now called Mittelschule) and being a member of a sports club helped him learn German and make new friends. He thought highly of an Austrian couple (godparents, Paten) who, as volunteers, supported him in various ways and with whom he planned to live in the first few months after turning 18 (as he would have to leave the current facility for minors). Visiting a psychotherapist for two years on a regular basis helped him as well. Although he was concerned about money, he still felt ‘super’. What Rasheed liked about Austria was freedom: ‘One can say anything they want, yes, no one can hold their mouth and say “You have to [say this] or you can’t say [that]”’. Like Tahir, Rasheed had an Austrian family at his side whom he called ‘my Austrian family’ and whose two children he called ‘sister’ and ‘brother’. Salim (17), too, felt mostly positive about Austria. He noted that he liked Vienna and that the people were kind. He also liked his teachers at school as well as his friends there as well as at the care facility. He seemed particularly satisfied with his supportive mentor or caregiver. These narratives about trusted and caring adults, along with their testimonies about the educational and vocational opportunities for an ordered life, fundamentally contradicted minors’ narratives on flight and arrival.
They further went against uncertainties regarding the duration and outcome of running asylum applications. These narrations make the loss of family and friends due to flight and the associated feeling of being lost particularly clear, although this can be compensated for by institutional services in Austria.

(Re-)Gaining control: affectivity, confidence, and optimism
Unlike Aasiya, Tahir displayed considerable incentive and motivation to take an active part in social life. When asked whether he had the feeling of being in control of the things that happen to him, he said that initially he did not until he started speaking German. When we asked him again whether he felt that he was in control, he replied: ‘Over my life? Yes, I do, for sure.’ Therefore, more schooling and more German courses were his main recommendations for state officials to make things easier for unaccompanied minors in Austria. His biggest wish for the future was, next to being with his family, to finish a vocational training and live a peaceful life. While Adam (16) did not feel like he currently had control over his life, he hoped that he would have in the future once he was granted asylum. Similar to the findings of a study on asylum-seeking children in the UK, uncertainties around their asylum status were a main source of insecurity for the children in our sample. Rasheed wished to reunite with his family whom he had lost while fleeing and to live with them in Austria. By contrast, Hamed (17) was granted asylum and was happy that he would soon reunite with his parents (though not with his adult siblings to whom family reunification does not apply) in Austria. Hamed wanted to study and become an engineer, while Rasheed wished to become a head chef someday and have his own restaurant with international cuisine. He seemed to be satisfied with the changes, or growth, he had undergone in Austria; he was becoming more autonomous and less shy in the presence of other people: ‘I learnt much about life and now I know what is good for me and what is not.’ One can observe that whether asylum-seeking minors feel in control of their lives and feel confident about their future depends on the specific stage of the asylum procedure (e.g. whether they already hold an asylum or a subsidiary protection or whether they are still waiting for an outcome), duration of stay in Austria, and the affective relations they build and maintain with others. The better minors’ prospects for staying in Austria and reuniting with their families were, the more positive were the affects through which they narrated their current lives and hopes for the future. The knowledge of the precariousness of their future without a positive asylum decision evokes anxiety and insecurity, despite positive experiences and offers in Austria – this is the classical asylum-child welfare paradox. Only some
minors manage to affectively penetrate this paradox. However, some are able to affectively overwrite the paradox through friendships, relationships, and future plans.

**Concluding remarks on affectivity and the asylum-child welfare paradox**

The starting point for the current analysis was a specific institutional paradox that we identified in the Austrian asylum system with regard to unaccompanied minors. This paradox concerns the fact that unaccompanied minor asylum seekers are subject to two distinct regimes whose goals, guiding principles, and common practices are largely at odds with each other: the increasingly repressive and exclusionary asylum regime, on the one hand, and the relatively caring and inclusive child welfare regime, on the other. These findings for our Austrian case resonate with existing literature for other European countries, as we outlined in the section on the state of research. Rather than a simple policy choice that can be easily undone we consider this paradox an expression of the contradictory handling of third-country nationals in contemporary European societies. This system has its roots in the power asymmetries between the Global South and the Global North, and these disparities are ingrained in the state norms and practices of the latter.

As a way forward in dealing with this paradox, we have taken an affect-theoretical approach. We put forward the argument that structural inequalities based on citizenship and residence status (or the lack thereof) can be traced and found in the narratives of those affected by them. We do not consider ‘finding’ clues about the asylum-child welfare paradox in the narratives of unaccompanied minors a passive discovery but rather as the outcome of an active process of (re-)construction and narration by our interlocutors, not least through a set of different affects. Affects of insecurity and safety – typically related to war, terrorist attacks, forced recruitment, already precarious residence statuses in the homeland — were communicated to make tangible unaccompanied minors’ reasons for leaving their homes. The pursuit of a ‘normal life’ served as a main impetus for fleeing. The affective narrations structure the refugees’ time experience. Their first encounters with state actors and institutions involved in the asylum procedure upon their arrival in Austria were, however, a reminder that they find themselves in a state of exception rather than normality. Lack of information about the course of the procedure, harsh treatment by some officials, initial accommodation in the overcrowded reception centre, and long waiting periods for the outcome of their application greatly burdened some of the minors we talked to, evoking feelings of being rejected and losing control over their lives. In the absence
of trusted adults in the family, minors felt lonely and overwhelmed. One remedy against these feelings was building affective relations with people on site (such as care facility staff), other minors staying in the same facility, classmates, and volunteers. We experienced those minors who had already built such relations as more confident and optimistic about their future in Austria in terms of education, work, and permanent residency; they felt more in control of their lives. All in all, minors were more likely to communicate positive affects of relatedness and confidence when talking about those aspects of their asylum experiences. These were made possible in contexts where child welfare provisions and considerations applied, such as prospects for reuniting with parents and minor siblings or getting on well with their friends and carers in the respective facility. By contrast, affects of insecurity, loneliness, and loss of control were communicated in connection with norms and practices related to asylum, such as initial contact with state officials and accommodation in Traiskirchen, or during age assessment.

Rather than being taken merely as narratives of personal fates, these stories by unaccompanied minors should be understood as affective counter-narratives, which reveal and make tangible the effects of the asylum-child welfare paradox for their lives. They also offer a glimpse into an alternative reality where their residency in Austria is secure and permanent, where they pursue academic and vocational training, and where they are surrounded by trusted adults and friends; that is, nothing less than a ‘normal life’. Hence, an affect perspective contributes two important dimensions to existing literature: first, the affectivity of time and the importance of affectively structured (life) time in order to better understand and organize the present and the future; and, second, the agency of unaccompanied minors, which results from (as well as in) relatedness, affectivity, and belonging.

In line with our empirical data and overall expert recommendations, we suggest that the utmost priority of policy makers should be to harmonize the legal and infrastructural framework for care and assistance for asylum-seeking unaccompanied minors with the system that takes care of Austrian children at the Child and Youth Welfare Services. Child-friendly accommodation and legal guardianship from day one, higher daily allowance rates, swift asylum procedures, and thus improved prospects for family reunification would be important first steps towards undoing the asylum-child welfare paradox in Austria. Further research could therefore focus on the affective interplay between unaccompanied refugees and the state asylum administration as well as private organizations. Such research would enable us to understand emotions and affects better as a resource for the lives of refugees, for their life plans, and their agency in the country of arrival.
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